**ACCENT: Donation peace**

**VIEWPOINT: Be positive about Lent**

---

**Buchwald delivers ‘Red’ Smith lecture**

By ERIC M. BERGAMO  
Senior Staff Reporter

Art Buchwald, introduced as "the clown prince of American journalism," offered a variety of humorous insights on American politics and society during the 1988 Red Smith Lecture in Journalism at Washington Hall Wednesday night.

"We hope that students who heard Buchwald will continue to be as influenced as we were," said Susan Lender, the daughter of the late New York Times writer.

Buchwald’s talk, a send-up of the political process, was laced with colorful anecdotes, which included saying he had gone to Moscow to tour the city and "try to get the superpowers to understand each other better with less death and destruction."

-- See RED, page 4

**Strasen awarded ‘Red’ Smith scholarship**

By REGIS COCIA  
News Editor

The winner of a memorial scholarship honoring Notre Dame alumnus and legendary sportswriter Red Smith was announced Wednesday.

Martin L. Strasen, a junior American studies major, became the 1988 recipient of the Red Smith Writing Scholarship. He is the first winner who is also an accomplished sportswriter.

Strasen, who currently serves as sports editor of The Observer, was nominated by faculty in the department of American studies, said American studies Professor Robert Schmuhl.

The scholarship was established five years ago by the family of Walter Wellesley "Red" Smith and is presented annually to a student who demonstrates excellence in undergraduate writing. Schmuhl said.

Recipients for the scholarship are selected by four faculty members in the American studies department.

-- See AWARD, page 5

---

**Reagan to visit Moscow for talks with Gorbachev**

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President Reagan announced Wednesday he would go to Moscow from May 29 to June 2 for his fourth summit meeting with Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev and his first visit to a nation he once branded an "evil empire."

The five-day visit will mark the first trip to Moscow by an American president since Richard Nixon’s 1974 summer meeting with Leonid Brezhnev. Later that same year, in November, Gerald Ford met with Brezhnev in the Soviet port city of Vladivostok.

The summit’s intended centerpiece was the signing of a treaty to scrap 30 percent to 50 percent of the superpowers’ long-range bombers, missiles and submarines. However, Reagan already has suggested an agreement will not be ready, saying time is too limited.

Secretory of State George Shultz and Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze reported Wednesday night that differences remained between the two sides on the accord.

The two said in a joint statement they would meet again in Moscow on April 21-25 and also in May, but did not indicate where that session would be held.

"Both sides have worked hard and some progress has been realized in a number of areas, but much more needs to be done," the statement said.

Shevardnadze, asked if a treaty would be ready, said through a translator: "It is possible. This is not an easy task. This is a very complicated task, but we are becoming convinced that it is doable."

White House spokesman Martin Fitzwater said the president would spend all of his time in the Soviet capital, following the pattern set by Gorbachev when he remained in Washington during his December summit with Reagan. However, first lady Nancy Reagan is planning a day trip to Leningrad.

---

**ND Security campaign: “Saved by the Belt”**

By DEIRDRE FINN  
Staff Reporter

Notre Dame Security, in conjunction with the Hoosiers for Safety Belts organization, is sponsoring a campaign to promote the use of safety belts in the University community.

"The main goal of the campaign is to get everyone in the University community to wear his safety belt at all times," said Mike Shreve, a Notre Dame Security officer and one of the organizers of the campaign.

The campaign focuses on the Saved by the Belt Club, whose members have all been in car accidents and were saved because they were wearing their seat belts.

"We hope that students who are members of the club will encourage other students to wear their seat belts," said Assistant Director of Security Phil Johnson.

Security officers are working with state and city police to actively enforce the state law requiring front seat passengers to wear safety belts. Drivers on city roads, who are stopped for another traffic violation, may be given a warning or ticket if they are not wearing their seat belt. Safety belt tickets, however, will not be given on the street.

---

**NEXT:**

Christy Wolfe, Julie Parish and Lisa Hill, newly elected Saint Mary’s student government heads, interviewed a potential commissioner for a board interview.

VIEWPOINT: Be positive about Lent

**WHEN:** Thursday, March 24, 1988

**WHERE:** Washington during his time in the Soviet capital, following the pattern set by Gorbachev when he remained in Washington during his December summit with Reagan. However, first lady Nancy Reagan is planning a day trip to Leningrad.
New Jersey life is quite an experience

The Indiana license plate on my car says to go "Back Home Again." Well, over break I did.
Back home to New Jersey.
Many people indiscriminately rag on New Jersey. Phrases like "armpit of the nation" and "toxic wasteland," and "what exit do you live on?" come up often in connection with the place. Most people who rag on the place haven't even been there, or else never saw anything besides the Jersey Turnpike. That shows how much they know.

People in Jersey are different. We are packed into less space than any other state in America, and are squashed between New York and Philadelphia besides. Millions of New Yorkers come here every year to garbage on our beaches and their money in our casinos. It's a busy place, New Jersey.

Most people in the state have a get-it-done-yesterday attitude. They have to to survive. More people means higher prices, more competition for jobs, more crime. It also means more bars and more parties.

Growing up in New Jersey definitely affects kids. They grew up faster. My little brother is in seventh grade, and has already gone through a girlfriend or two. He knows all about cursing, sex and illegal drugs. We won't mention what my little sister knows since my folks read this column.

Junior high school kids in other states think shooting guns is a major pastime, not with us, in Jersey; kids think sex and alcohol are neat. We had a drug bust at my junior high school once. The drug dealer turned out to be a locked 54 students. Our school was supposed to be one of the cleaner ones.

I'm not sure quite why Jersey does that to kids. Maybe it's the constant stream of violence on the local news. "Murder, death, rape. Details at 11."

Maybe it's just the dense population. Twenty million people live within fifty miles of New York City, many of them in the Jersey suburbs and in Newark and Jersey City. It's crowded and hot in the summer.

Most people there seem to thrive on it, though. People move to Florida and move back six months later. It doesn't even occur to most people to leave. Out of a graduating class of 476, I'm currently the farthest west. Many gradually simply found jobs and apartments and live-in boyfriend and girlfriends.

I want to work this break at Domino's in Keansburg, a shore town complete with seedy boardwalk and rundown bungalows. It struck me what different lives my co-workers led.

I went back to work this break at Domino's in Keansburg. One of my co-workers, this black guy, said he had a drug bust at his junior high school once. I mean, there's a lot of people lit up on the shore. The water glows orange from the light you can read a book by the light thrown off by the suburbs and New York City. The Verrazano Narrows Bridge stretches across the river in front of the towers of the city. It uncannily resembles the gates to Hell. New Jersey is very much like that, on the edge of Hell. It's something that changes people for the better, though. Living there teaches you a lot about people.

I wouldn't give it up. I don't think I could anyway.

The Observer is always looking for talent. If you have any, come to our offices and start working on your newspaper.

FOREIGN GRADUATE STUDENTS OPPORTUNITIES TO EARN EXTRA INCOME

American Companies need your skills and know-how in dealing with foreign marketing strategies, import/export regulations, etc.

Our clients have full and part-time consulting positions for University graduates with foreign backgrounds who are willing to help encourage American trade and investment efforts back home.

If interested in helping America build new trade bridges, send your updated resume to:

Swenson, Crawford & Paine
Executive Search Division
P.O. Box A-3629
Chicago, IL 60690

Think of your best friend.

Now, think of your best friend dead.

Don't drive drunk. 
Reader's Digest

"IF SPECIAL PROSECUTORS ARE HERE TO STAY, THEN LET AN ESTABLISH A BLUE-RIBBON TRIO, RATHER THAN REINSTATE THEM IN THE LESSONS OF HISTORY. " -Justice Robert Bork of the Court, in a dissenting opinion."

The Observer is a bi-weekly newspaper published by students of the University of Notre Dame at Notre Dame, Indiana 46556. It is published by students of the University of Notre Dame and Saint Mary's College. Subscriptions are available from The Observer, P.O. Box 4, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556. The Observer is a member of the American Press. All reproduction rights are reserved. The Observer (USPS 192-400) is published Monday through Friday except major holidays and vacation periods. The Observer is published by students of the University of Notre Dame and Saint Mary's College. Subscriptions are available from The Observer, 103 Donnelly Hall, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556.
Noriega attempts to expel U.S. economic adviser

Associated Press

PANAMA CITY, Panama — A U.S. diplomat was given 48 hours to leave Panama on Wednesday, the third day of a general strike that has virtually shut down the country but has not loosened Gen. Manuel Noriega's grip on power.

David Miller, an economics counselor, was the second American diplomat ordered to leave Panama last month on narco
cotics and money laundering charges. Some opposition leaders were frustrated Wednesday that the general strike had not loosened Noriega's grip on the bankrupt nation.

"We're well aware of the situa
tion, that Gen. Noriega ap
pears unmoved by all the
human suffering," Jose Mulino,
an attorney, said at a news con
ference. "We'll be considering
new strategies. I'm not sure
what it will take," Mulino said.

Mulino is prominent in the Na
tional Civic Crusade, an al
liance of about 200 profes
sional, business, labor and
other groups formed last June
to lead the campaign against
Noriega.

He and other opposition
leaders vowed to continue the
strike.

A b it of drilling

John Mosier, a Notre Dame actor shows that today's thespians must be multitalented. "On the Verge" will be performed Saint Mary's today through Sunday.

Economy expanding; prices show slight rise

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The go
vemment delivered two wel
come pieces of economic news
on Wednesday: consumer
prices rose just 0.2 percent in
February and the economy in
late 1987 expanded at the
liveliest pace in nearly two
years.

Falling energy and food
prices in February helped
restrain the rise in the Labor
Departm ent's Consumer Price
Index after a 0.3 percent in
crease in January.

For the first two months of
the year, prices increased at an
annual rate of 3.2 percent
much better than last year's
moderate 4.4 percent inflation.

In a separate report, the
Commerce Department said the
U.S. economy grew at a brisk
4.8 percent annual pace in the
final three months of last
year. It was the second upward
revisi on in the fourth quart er
GNP, estimated a month ago
at 4.5 percent and in January
at 4.3 percent.

The departm ent said better
than-expected performance in
exports, consumer spending
and business investment led to
the latest revision, which
pushed growth for the year to
a rate of 4 percent, compared
with 3.2 percent growth in 1986.
It was the biggest annual in
crease since a 5.1 percent rise
in 1984.

The 4.8 percent quart er
growth followed a 4.3 per
cent growth in the July
September quarter and was the
fastest quarterly growth rate
since an increase of 4.4 percent
in the first three months of 1986.
Recent economic reports
have shown an economy that
rebounded quickly from last
October's stock market col
apse. Analysts see little lik eli
hood of an election-year reces
sion.
Random Indiana truck check finds serious safety defects

Associated Press

INDIANAPOLIS - A random check of trucks traveling Hoosier interstates last week showed that 42 percent had serious safety defects, the Indiana State Police said Wednesday.

Inspectors at eight checkpoints last Thursday looked at 647 trucks and ordered 270 out of service until defects were corrected, according to Sgt. Guy Boruff of the state police motor carrier division.

Missing or defective front brakes account for 44 of the out-of-service citations, Boruff said.

The other top categories of serious violations involved improper lights and defective tires, Boruff said.

Inspectors spotted nearly 2,500 violations, or an average of almost four for every truck inspected, Boruff said. Trucks with less serious violations weren't ordered out of service.

“We're concerned as a state agency," Boruff said of the survey findings. "But we do feel our inspection program is having an impact.”

The 42 percent figure was up from October, when the last random inspection was conducted at the request of the Federal Highway Administration. Some 31 percent of trucks inspected last fall were ordered out of service, Boruff said. The increase in this round of inspections could be attributed to more inspectors on the job and better training of what to look for, said Boruff.

**ALL NOTRE DAME CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS**

Registration materials are now available for you to:

1. REGISTER for the 1988-89 ACADEMIC YEAR—Registration is MANDATORY to be an officially recognized organization on campus.
2. APPLY FOR FUNDING.
3. APPLY FOR FOOTBALL CONCESSION STAND.
4. ACTIVITIES NIGHT table registration.

DEADLINE FOR REGISTERING YOUR ORGANIZATION IS: FRIDAY, APRIL 8 BY 4:00 P.M.

pick up packets in the Student Activities Office 315 LaFortune Student Center

J. Philip Clarke Family Lecture in Medical Ethics

‘Being a Christian Physician Today’

Edmund D. Pellegrino, M.D.
Director, Kennedy Institute of Ethics
Georgetown University

Auditorium
Continuing Education Center
Friday, March 25
4:15 p.m.

Dr. Pellegrino is currently Director of the Kennedy Institute of Ethics at Georgetown University. He was formerly President of the Catholic University of America and President and Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Yale- New Haven Medical Center. He is one of the most influential contributors to recent discussions of medical ethics. Among his many writings are Humanism and the Physician (University of Tennessee Press, 1979), A Philosophical Basis of Medical Practice (Oxford University Press, 1981), and For the Patient’s Good (Oxford University Press, 1988).
Pole sitter will end stand after record falls

Associated Press

INDIANAPOLIS - Mellissa Sanders, who has earned about $10,000 for cancer research and claimed a pole-sitting world record, said Wednesday that she will carry some regrets with her when she descends from her perch today.

"I'm going to miss the birds on my balcony and the crazy drivers going by down below," the 19-year-old Arizona native said Wednesday. "But it all boils down to a lot of problems."

Sanders, who has spent more than 500 days aloft, three-stories high above a southside intersection, said she was disappointed to have fallen far short of her initial goal, to raise $100,000 for cancer research.

"I wish things were different, but stuff happens," Sanders said sighing. "I'm just going to take it day by day."

Mauri Sanders, who broke a similar pole-sitting record in 211 days in 1959, said her daughter was riding high as she entered the final day of an adventure that has been an emotional roller coaster.

"Mellissa is running on sheer adrenaline at this point," said Mrs. Sanders. Miss Sanders said she planned to spend her last night in the 42-square-foot shack atop telephone poles with friends. Part of her evening was to be spent preparing a speech for today's festivities. The teen-ager's fiance, Keith Seal, was on hand Wednesday afternoon, helping Miss Sanders prepare for her descent. The two met after the 24-year-old California man read an article about Miss Sanders and decided to contact her by phone. They announced their engagement in August, before ever having met.

"He's great. He's been just great," Miss Sanders said, adding that she would share her first post-pole dinner with Seals.

Mrs. Sanders said her daughter will face certain unexpected challenges when she returns to terra firma.

"For one thing I'm going to have to use for slander and defamation of character," said Mrs. Sanders.

Award continued from page 1

COME TO NEW HAMPSHIRE FOR THE SUMMER

Camp Counselor Positions Available at Outstanding Sports Camps

Camp Winnakee for Boys and Robindel for Girls

One mile apart on 22 mile lake, near "On Golden Pond" site

at Outstanding Sports Camps

Camp Counselor Positions Available at Outstanding Sports Camps

Camp Winnakee for Boys and Robindel for Girls

One mile apart on 22 mile lake, near "On Golden Pond" site and the Maine coast. Good salaries and all transportation paid. Seek qualified specialists in all areas.

Personal interviews available at

LAFORTUNE STUDENT CENTER

11 AM TO 4 PM-THURSDAY, MARCH 24

CALL COLLECT (215) 663-0368

SOPHOMORES

Toga Party / Sibs Weekend '88 last two days to sign up!

TOGA PARTY: Saturday, March 26th 9:30-2:00

with Zeto and the Heat-Ons and a D.J.

transportation to the Indiana Club provided

* price has been changed to: $8 per couple, $5 single

SIBS WEEKEND: STOP BY SOPHOMORE CLASS OFFICE TO SIGN UP.

FOR BOTH EVENTS: Come to the 2nd Floor of LaFortune to sign up and purchase tickets.
We all ask far too little of God, and we forget that friendship is a two-way street. But this thing we call "religion," our Catholic faith, is just as much about friendship with God, or it is about nothing at all.

Thomas D'Andrea

Perhaps the time we are farthest from realizing this is during the season of Lent. Lent, after all, has its demands—especially for the "unspiritual." Perhaps if we have some vague sense of the meaning and purpose of Lent, we gird our teeth and press on a few things. The spirit with which we do this is far from exemplary. It is as if Lent brought with it a kind of coaxing—weekly choral of having to shuffle off to Mass on Sundays. Of course this is entirely the wrong picture of the forty days, but we have to understand, we must understand, what is wrong with it. We must understand why this dim view of Lent is a product of our own dinness, dullness and self-absorption, and not the characteristic of an otherwise splendid season.

Lent, we have heard, is a time for conversion of the heart. If this is true, there is at least one startling consequence that follows from it. God, that Being who created us, even, out of a very peculiar love, enflashed Himself and occupied our frankly small portion of reality (and hampered nai!s, and payed taxes, and died, we mustn't forget, a frightful and humiliating death for our eternal well-being) does not want mere external sacrifices during Lent. The words "holy gift," after all, is not strictly equivalent to the difficulty one has in giving it; a gift is not to be prized solely or even primarily to the degree it inconveniences its giver. Undoubtedly, a gift's true worth has some facets to it, so that there is some sentiment, some real friendship. He wants more of the heart and less going through-the-motions-to-avoid-guilt attention. God, after all, matters much more than our excessively self-directed concerns. If we miss the opportunity to grow in friendship with our Creator during the season of Lent we alone are to blame.

How can we strengthen that friendship in the two remaining weeks before Easter? I've heard of a practice common but a generation or two ago that could be just the thing to redeem an otherwise unpunctual (i.e. not being notified) Lent. At Notre Dame we are blessed with, among other things, more tabernacles than we could count and probably anywhere. Now it is one of the shocking truths of our faith that Christ, fully God, fully man, resides, as man and God, with soul and body, in each of the tabernacles where there is a consecrated host (an amazing friend this infinite, all-powerful being who limits himself so).

It used to be that in the course of entering or leaving one's dorm during the day one would stop by the chapel and acknowledge God's presence (no small thing)—perhaps converse a bit with which we do this is far from exemplary. It is as if Lent brought with it a kind of coaxing—weekly choral of having to shuffle off to Mass on Sundays. Of course this is entirely the wrong picture of the forty days, but we have to understand, we must understand, what is wrong with it. We must understand why this dim view of Lent is a product of our own dinness, dullness and self-absorption, and not the characteristic of an otherwise splendid season.

Lent, we have heard, is a time for conversion of the heart. If this is true, there is at least one startling consequence that follows from it. God, that Being who created us, even, out of a very peculiar love, enflashed Himself and occupied our frankly small portion of reality (and hampered nai!s, and payed taxes, and died, we mustn't forget, a frightful and humiliating death for our eternal well-being) does not want mere external sacrifices during Lent. The words "holy gift," after all, is not strictly equivalent to the difficulty one has in giving it; a gift is not to be prized solely or even primarily to the degree it inconveniences its giver. Undoubtedly, a gift's true worth has some facets to it, so that there is some sentiment, some real friendship. He wants more of the heart and less going through-the-motions-to-avoid-guilt attention. God, after all, matters much more than our excessively self-directed concerns. If we miss the opportunity to grow in friendship with our Creator during the season of Lent we alone are to blame.

How can we strengthen that friendship in the two remaining weeks before Easter? I've heard of a practice common but a generation or two ago that could be just the thing to redeem an otherwise unpunctual (i.e. not being notified) Lent. At Notre Dame we are blessed with, among other things, more tabernacles than we could count and probably anywhere. Now it is one of the shocking truths of our faith that Christ, fully God, fully man, resides, as man and God, with soul and body, in each of the tabernacles where there is a consecrated host (an amazing friend this infinite, all-powerful being who limits himself so).

It used to be that in the course of entering or leaving one's dorm during the day one would stop by the chapel and acknowledge God's presence (no small thing)—perhaps converse a bit with which we do this is far from exemplary. It is as if Lent brought with it a kind of coaxing—weekly choral of having to shuffle off to Mass on Sundays. Of course this is entirely the wrong picture of the forty days, but we have to understand, we must understand, what is wrong with it. We must understand why this dim view of Lent is a product of our own dinness, dullness and self-absorption, and not the characteristic of an otherwise splendid season.

Lent, we have heard, is a time for conversion of the heart. If this is true, there is at least one startling consequence that follows from it. God, that Being who created us, even, out of a very peculiar love, enflashed Himself and occupied our frankly small portion of reality (and hampered nai!s, and payed taxes, and died, we mustn't forget, a frightful and humiliating death for our eternal well-being) does not want mere external sacrifices during Lent. The words "holy gift," after all, is not strictly equivalent to the difficulty one has in giving it; a gift is not to be prized solely or even primarily to the degree it inconveniences its giver. Undoubtedly, a gift's true worth has some facets to it, so that there is some sentiment, some real friendship. He wants more of the heart and less going through-the-motions-to-avoid-guilt attention. God, after all, matters much more than our excessively self-directed concerns. If we miss the opportunity to grow in friendship with our Creator during the season of Lent we alone are to blame.

How can we strengthen that friendship in the two remaining weeks before Easter? I've heard of a practice common but a generation or two ago that could be just the thing to redeem an otherwise unpunctual (i.e. not being notified) Lent. At Notre Dame we are blessed with, among other things, more tabernacles than we could count and probably anywhere. Now it is one of the shocking truths of our faith that Christ, fully God, fully man, resides, as man and God, with soul and body, in each of the tabernacles where there is a consecrated host (an amazing friend this infinite, all-powerful being who limits himself so).

It used to be that in the course of entering or leaving one's dorm during the day one would stop by the chapel and acknowledge God's presence (no small thing)—perhaps converse a bit

powerless—not to mention those who wish to see us survive into the next millennium—we say thanks.

Thomas M. Ech, C.S.C.

ND Investments ignore apartheid

Dear Editor:

It is entirely unpugnacious to require business students to take a grueling course in informal logic, if their pro­fessors are to go about spouting the "I t's the thought that counts" cantiment, with which it is given. (The thing to do with the sentim ent, the in­conveniences it inconveniences its giver. Un­doubtedly, a gift's tru e worth has some­one has in giving it; a gift is not to be

South African stocks in its investm ents in South Africa is that they are profitable. And when they are not, or when they are unprofitable, you may be certain that the University will divest. In the meantime, Williams has one thing right when he says that "we can all agree that apartheid is evil." Given his meager talent in logic, it is no surprise that he cannot make the inference that Notre Dame is profiting directly from evil. If the administration holds our Christian values as dearly as it says, it should renounce the tainted gold of P.W. Botha's racist regime and divest now.

Brian Stead

The Observer welcomes your letters and columns. Please address them to The Observer, P.O. Box Q, Notre Dame, IN 46556.

The rule in carving holds good as to criticism; never waste (on oneself).

Charles Buxton

"The rule in carving holds good as to criticism; never cut with a knife what you can cut with a spoon."
Nick Lowe has always been short of a confusing dude. It's like, "Who is this guy?" He's put out a few great albums. He's written a few great songs. He's a recognized producer and a competent bassist. He's not a real college radio favorite. He's not a critical favorite anymore. Not since "Cruel To Be Kind" has he had any real popularity.

The music does not help matters either. In one album, it can be country, rock and roll, reggae, garage, or blues. You name it. His songs are, by turn, deathly serious and overly goofy. Who is this guy?

Well, unfortunately, the answers aren't found on "Pinkerton And Prouder Than Previous." Even the title makes no sense. It is his first album in almost three years and the seventh in his career. For his last effort, "Rose of England," he managed to produce an incredibly appreciated gem of 1985. Here, he just sounds confused. He's one of the better 1980s' albums as a real disjointed album, and one glance at the back sleeve reveals that all these songs were recorded in either London or Austin, Texas, between spring of 1986 and early 1987. I don't know why he waited so long to put it out unless he realized how scattered it was and was waiting for some Divine inspiration that never came.

Only five of the eleven songs here are "pure" Lowe. Two are co-written, and the other four are covers of other people's songs. Lowe has always had great taste in other people's songs, and this album is no exception. This is the first Lowe album I've ever heard where the covers blow away Rick's originals.

The first song he covers is the fourth song on the album. It's undoubtedly the album's only transcendent moment. The song is "Love Goes Strange," written by John Hiatt whose "She Don't Love Nobody" stood out on Lowe's last album and whose own latest album, "Bring The Family" (on which Lowe plays), is still drawing critical praise. "Love Goes Strange" is a mid-tempo workout featuring Hiatt's own great rhythm guitar work. It has lines like, "This love is like a wrestling match," and "There ain't no window open...and there is no door to get out before this love gets strange." For the first time one the Lowe albums sounds comfortable. Unfortunately, it doesn't last long.

The other cover songs range from Graham Parker's sleek "Black Lincoln Continental," a sort of bubble-gum punk shout to Lawton Williams' simple country shuffle "Debora Girl," and finally to the last song, "Big Big Love," which sounds like the songs Lowe used to write. Corny, but with a knowing wink and a shrug.

The real Lowe songs sound almost unalterably like someone else's. On both "Crying In My Sleep" and "I Got The Love," Lowe's ugly Everly Brothers obsession rears its white little head. Nick might have been better served by just handling these two over to the real Phil and Don.

"Lover's Jamboree," which was co-written with AOR wonk wanna-be Paul Carrack, sounds like every song Dave Edmunds has ever written and, of course, there's of Dave guest-producing this one. Town.

Other songs range from failed jokes ("Big Hair") to decent, yet misjudged attempts at roadhouse blues ("You're My Wildest Dream"). On only two of his own songs does Lowe show what he's capable of. The first is "Cry It Out," a Philippines/Biggaty fusion that sounds like the "White Album" era Paul McCartney turned on to Bob Marley. It works purely on the basis of its lyrical and musical simplicity. The other song that shows Lowe worth his proverbial salt is "Wishing Well." Opening with a gnashing reverb guitar line and joined by "The Men They Couldn't Hang," Lowe rises to the occasion in a way a guy who wishes he left his girl where he found her, "down by the wishing well" where "her perfume, like a promise, stole my heart."

Overall, this album is really disappointing. Lowe is already sinking slowly into the bottomless bargain bin in the sky and, though "Pinkerton And Prouder Than Previous" shows that he can still pull it off when he wants to. It does nothing to break that descent.

The Revs gift will endow virtually all of the activities of William and Mary's Center for International Studies. It will be used to establish a distinguished visiting scholar-in-residence program and to fund academic conferences and research, library acquisitions, multimedia resources, and scholarships. The endowment will also be used to establish a peace prize recognizing an individual who embodies Revs' commitment to international peace.

"This endowment provides a gigantic and generous boost to our program," said Bill. "Our concerns in international studies are basic; they deal with survival. We're interested in studying whether violent conflict is inevitable or mankind," he said. "We're concerned with the issues of war, peace, world order, international justice, and U.S. foreign policy. International studies are designed to enable us to confront sensitively and realistically these kinds of problems."

Accorded to Bill, a very basic way of promoting international problem-solving is through the study of foreign languages. William and Mary already has the foundation of a strong international language program. And its longstanding emphasis on foreign language study, he said. The Center for International Studies serves as a coordinating office for William and Mary undergraduates majoring in international studies; this includes East Asia, Latin America, and international relations. It offers in African studies.

The Center also oversees the operation of thirteen study-abroad programs in locations ranging from Europe and the Caribbean to the People's Republic of China.

Mrs. Revs became interested in international studies at William and Mary through her contact with friends in Williamsburg who share her late husband's commitment to world peace.

Frank Shatz, a local newspaper columnist, told Mrs. Revs of William and Mary's plans for the center. Shatz, an emigre from Czechoslovakia, had read "Anatomy of Peace" before fleeing the Communist takeover of his country.

"It became my bible," said Shatz, "transforming me into a faithful disciple of Emery Revs." During Shatz first return to Europe, he decided to visit Revs to "pay my respects to the man who had so profoundly influenced my outlook on world events."
Fencing
continued from page 12

in the event, and coming off a disappointing (by her own standards) Tuesday, she was able to finish in 12th place.

"Kraulick did better than she did yesterday," said Auriol. "She had very good technique, and she placed well considering that she was added at the very last minute."
Temple's Atlantic 10 rival Rhode Island takes on Duke in the other East regional final with a victory tonight over the Richmond Spiders. Ramon Rivas and the Temple Owls will try to grab a spot in the East regional semifinal tonight.
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--- SEASONED TO PLEASE YOUR TASTE ---

FRESH SALAD - Try Our New Super Salad
Orange, Upper 10, Lemonade, Fruit Punch, Ice Tea, Root Beer

ASSORTED CUTS
The Italian - Ham, Salami, Pepperoni
Club Combo - Roast Beef, Ham, Turkey
Super Combo - Ham, Salami, Honey Loaf

ALL ON WHOLE OR WHOLE WHEAT BUNS
BAKED FRESH THE DAY YOU EAT THEM
WITH NO PRESERVATIVES

SEASONED TO PLEASE YOUR TASTE
LETTUCE, ONION, TOMATO, ITALIAN DRESSING,
MAYONNAISE, YELLOW AND BROWN MUSTARD, AND
YOUR CHOICE OF CHEESE - MOZZARELLA, SWISS,
AMERICAN, OR PROVOLONE
ALSO AVAILABLE AT NO EXTRA CHARGE
PICKLES, BLACK OLIVES, SALT, PEPPER,
JALAPENO AND BANANA PEPPERS, OREGANO
WITH NO PRESERVATIVES

FRESH SALAD - Try Our New Super Salad

DRINKS .55 - .65 - .75 - 1.00
Pepsi, Diet, Mountain Dew, Teem, Dr. Pepper, Grape,
Orange, Upper 10, Lemonade, Fruit Punch, Ice Tea,
Root Beer

WITH SERVICE THAT'S READY WHEN YOU ARE
MONDAY-SATURDAY 10am-10pm
SUNDAY 11am-8pm

AT PRICES YOU CAN TRUST

\$2.00-$2.99 \$3.00-$3.99

Featuring: Comedian Henry Cho,
"The Tennessee Korean"
as master of ceremonies.
Applications available
Secretary 2nd Floor LaFortune
Questions? Contact Maura 283-2745

--- SPORTS BRIEFS ---

A Sports Writers Meeting will be held tonight at 10 in The Observer offices in LaFortune. Spring assignments will be discussed, and new writers are welcome. Those unable to attend should contact Marty Strassen at 239-3833 or 283-1489. - The Observer

Bookstore Basketball begins this Friday at 4 p.m. on the Bookstore courts. The Hall of Fame game will have Tim Brown, David Rivers, Tony Rice playing on the same team against the Digger Phelps Fan Club and Five Other Guys. - The Observer

Bookstore Basketball scorekeepers will meet tomorrow at 7 p.m. in the Sorin Room in LaFortune. All people wishing to help should attend. Questions should be directed to Mike at x3508. - The Observer

The ND Sailing Club is looking for anyone interested in teaching sailing for the spring semester. Call Mike at x3508 if interested. - The Observer

Men's Open Soccer tournament rosters will be accepted at the NVA office until today at 5 p.m. A captains' meeting will be held on Friday at 4:30 p.m. in the football auditorium. Tournament play begins this weekend. Any questions should be directed to NVA at 239-6100. - The Observer

Chinese Tai Ji exercise classes will begin today. The NVA sponsored classes will meet for an hour on Tuesdays and Thursdays at 7 p.m. in the Joyce ACC Boxing Room for the next four weeks. Students may register in advance at NVA by paying a $4 registration fee. For more information, call instructor Hongyi Sun at 239-3833 or the NVA office at 239-6100. - The Observer

The Tae Kwon Do club sent three members to the Indiana State Take Kwon Do Championships in Indianapolis last Saturday. Greg Barron and Chris Thomas competed in the men's black belt division, and Hoa Tran won a gold medal in blue belt fighting and a bronze medal in blue belt forms. The team was coached by head instructor Richard C. Jenkins. - The Observer

The ND Men's Volleyball club hosts Aquinas College tonight as the Irish look to improve their league record to 10-4. The game starts at 7:30 in the Joyce ACC Pit. On Friday night, the Irish host Indiana-Purdue at Fort Wayne, the 12th ranked varsity team in the nation. That match also will start at 7:30 p.m. in the JACC Pit. - The Observer

Interhall baseball umpires are needed. Students can earn $7 a game umpiring from behind the pitcher's mound. Contact NVA for more information. - The Observer

--- THE ANNUAL N  A ZZ ---

-Musical Competition-
Sponsored by: Paul Richards
Presents:
$300 Grand Prize!!!

ILLUSTRIOUS JUDGES
Saturday, March 26
9:00 pm
Stepan Center

Featuring: Comedian Henry Cho,
"The Tennessee Korean"
as master of ceremonies.

Babies Don't Thrive In Smoke-filled Wombs
When You're Pregnant. Don't Smoke

--- THE Y ELL OW S U B M ARINE ---

"Nicest Buns In Town"

HAM CORNED BEEF SALAMI PEPPERONI
VEGETARIAN MEATBALL TUNA SALAD
TURKEY CHICKEN SALAD FRENCH DIP
PASTRAMI CHICKEN SALAD PIZZA
PEPPERONI-MEATBALL AND SPECIALS
ASSORTED CUTS

SUB presents:
- The annual N A Z Z -

ILLUSTRIOUS JUDGES
Saturday, March 26
9:00 pm
Stepan Center

Featuring: Comedian Henry Cho,
"The Tennessee Korean"
as master of ceremonies.

Applications available
Secretary 2nd Floor LaFortune
Questions? Contact Maura 283-2745

--- THE OBSERVER ---

AP Photo

Temple's Atlantic 10 rival Rhode Island takes on Duke in the other East regional final with a victory tonight over the Richmond Spiders. Ramon Rivas and the Temple Owls will try to grab a spot in the East regional semifinal tonight.
Golf team heads to EKU
Tourney follows impressive showing in Florida trip

By WILLIAM STEGMIEER
Sports Writer

Coming off an impressive showing in Florida over Spring Break, the Notre Dame Varsity golf team will compete in the Eastern Kentucky University Spring Golf Classic this weekend.

Golf teams from the Big Ten and Mid-American conferences, as well as major independents from District IV, comprise the 18-team field for this 54-hole event. Notre Dame finished eighth in this event last year.

"Our spring trip was extremely beneficial in our preparation for this year's EKU Invitational," said Irish coach Noel O'Sullivan. "We had some fine performances, and our conditioning has put us in good shape for the rest of our schedule." The golfers started their spring trip by winning a triangular meet with Embry-Riddle and Flagler

had O'Sullivan feeling optimistic.

"A team score of 320 or lower shows that your team has been competitive with some of the best," said the 16th-year Irish mentor.

Senior captain and number-one golfer Dick Connelly performed exceptionally well at the Intercollegiate. Connelly placed 23rd out of 168 golfers, with a score of 233 for three rounds. Looking ahead to the rest of the season, the Irish have their only dual meet of the season against Lewis College next up for the Irish was the Notre Dame's performance in the Intercollegiate. Connelly

ND AVE APTS.
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES AVAILABLE also renting for Fall
2 Bedrooms completely furnished CALL 234-6647
Protected by Pinkerton Security Agency

Keady has a friend in KSU coach

WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. - Purdue's Gene Keady and Kansas State's Lon Kruger, whose basketball teams play Friday night in the NCAA Midwest Regional semifinals, have a lot in common.

Both are native Kansans, both are graduates of Kansas State, both began their coaching careers in Kansas and both have a tremendous admiration for the other.

"He's someone you like to see win... except for this game," says Keady.

"This game at the Silverdome in Pontiac, Mich., of course, is the next to last hurdle to a trip to the Final Four. And those games, appropriately, will be in Kansas City."

"Lonnie's team is a clone of what he was like as a player (at Kansas State)," said Keady. "They play hard, they play smart and they can shoot it. And he coaches a lot like Coach (Jack) Hartman."

Kruger was the Big Eight Conference player of the year in 1973 and 1974, leading the Wildcats to conference titles under Hartman, a man Keady credits for much of his own basketball philosophy.

By the time Kruger was in college, Keady was well into his coaching career at Hutchinson (Kan.) Junior College. From there, Keady moved to Arkansas, Western Kentucky and Purdue. Kruger, meanwhile, became an assistant to Hartman at Kansas State, then head coach at Pan American and, two years ago, succeeded Hartman at his alma mater.

"I've known Coach Keady for a long time, ever since I was in college," Kruger says. "I've followed his teams wherever he's been. And I've always had a great deal of respect for how tough-minded and disciplined his teams are."

Purdue beat Kansas State 101-72 last December in Mackey Arena.

Soviet team to visit SB

INDIANAPOLIS - The Soviet National Junior basketball team will include a May 18 stop at South Bend in its visit to the United States this spring.

The Soviet team will be in the United States during May for a 10-game tour against Amateur Athletic Union club and regional teams, the AAU has announced.

The tour has been sanctioned by the Amateur Basketball Association of the United States and will be played under international rules.

Games at Jonesboro, Ark., on May 11 and Columbia, S.C., on May 17 will be televised live by ESPN.

Last year, the Soviet juniors compiled a 7-2 record during a tour of the United States.

Monday, March 28
Library Auditorium
Domestic Policy Debate
7 p.m.
Featuring Panelists:
Dr. Perry Arnold
Head of Notre Dame Government Department
Mr. Patrick Pierce
Saint Mary's Government Department

Kim Cohen, University of Wisconsin-Class of 1990

"No matter how bad they are, Grandma loves to hear the latest jokes."
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The Daily Crossword

ACROSS

1. Whiff
2. Malicious gossip
3. Cheers
4. Paramour
5. "Types" sequel
6. Like — of bricks
7. A miss is as good as —
8. — date
9. Loyal
to court sport
11. Trunk item
12. Fav’ling contents
13. Pastry
14. Short —
15. Walk like a crab
16. Long time
17. Pitcher
18. Battered
19. Unseasonably
21. Automation
22. Beer mug
23. Beet or Faber
24. Atmosphere
25. Harriet —
26. Fish hook
27. Ill will
28. Shoe part
29. Regale
30. Denote
31. Foundation
32. Port Ogden
33. — “on Sunday”
34. S-shaped curve
35. Mountaineer —
36. Entrance —
37. Beautiful woman
38. Sábado —
39. Scott
40. Us statesman — of old
41. Dressed
42. Pouches
43. Great warmth
44. Took a cab
45. Sound of relief
46. Court sport
47. Pouches
48. Acclivity
49. Fish hawk
50. Cadge
51. III will
52. Saying
53. Loyal
54. Divorce
55. Yearns
56. Repute
57. Devotee
58. Colombo’s portrayer
59. Schmo’s kin
60. Rara —
61. Township
62. Soviet city
63. Foundation
64. Poet Ogden
65. Foundation
66. Division word
67. Lacking
prudence
68. Soot
69. Try
70. Out (makes do)
71. "A Ford"

DOWN
1. Croat or Serb
2. Singer Perry
3. Depressed
4. Carter of song —
5. — knowledge
6. Uncertainty
7. 10 Cheers
8. 16 Likes — of
9. 15 “Typee”
10. 22 Trunk item
11. 23 Fav’ling contents
12. 24 Pastry
13. 25 Loyal	
to court sport
14. 26 Short —
15. 27 Walk like a crab
16. 28 Long time
17. 29 Pitcher
18. 30 Battered
19. 31 Unseasonably
20. 32 Automation
21. 33 Beer mug
22. 34 Atmosphere
23. 35 Harriet —
24. 36 Fish hook
25. 37 Ill will
26. 38 Shoe part
27. 39 Regale
28. 40 Denote
29. 41 Foundation
30. 42 Port Ogden
31. 43 — “on Sunday”
32. 44 S-shaped curve
33. 45 Mountaineer —
34. 46 Entrance —
35. 47 Beautiful woman
36. 48 Sábado —
37. 49 Scott
38. 50 Us statesman — of old
39. 51 Dressed
40. 52 Pouches
41. 53 Great warmth
42. 54 Took a cab
43. 55 Sound of relief
44. 56 Court sport
45. 57 Pouches
46. 58 Acclivity
47. 59 Fish hawk
48. 60 Cadge
49. 61 III will
50. 62 Saying
51. 63 Foundation
52. 64 Poet Ogden
53. 65 Foundation
54. 66 Division word
55. 67 Lacking
prudence
56. 68 Soot
57. 69 Try
60. 70 Out (makes do)
61. "A Ford"
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Dinner Menus

Notre Dame
Steak & Cheese Sandwich
Grilled Pork Chops
Vegetarian Fried Rice
Stuffed Shells

Saint Mary’s
Turkey Cutlet with Gravy
Beef Stew
Seafood Crepes
Deli Bar

Comics

Bloom County

Calvin and Hobbes

The Far Side

Woody Allen Week

"Everything You Always Wanted to Know About Sex" - but were afraid to ask!
Wed & Thurs 8 & 10 pm
"A Mid Summer Night Sex Comedy"
Fri & Sat 8 & 10 pm

Sponsored by SUB
Sullivan wins her second national title

By STEVE MEGARGEE
Assistant Sports Editor

Any disappointment the Notre Dame women's fencing team may have felt after coming just short in its national title defense on Tuesday can now be washed away.

The Irish came back with an exceptional performance in Wednesday's individual championships at Princeton, N.J. Senior Molly Sullivan won the second national title of her career, sophomore Anne Barreda advanced to the semi-finals, having a tough time at the national championships and earned a spot on the first-team All-American list all four years of her collegiate career.

"I'm happy to win this, and this is how I wanted to end my college career," said Sullivan. "I thought I have a lot more to do personally like making the Olympic team."

As the first woman scholar-ship fencer at Notre Dame, Sullivan became the first Notre Dame woman fencer to win two national championships and earned a spot on the first-team All-American list all four years of her collegiate career.

"I was very excited about winning the title again," said Sullivan. "I thought that there were a lot of great fencers this year and a lot of people could have potentially won the title." Sullivan had won the national title in 1986, but she placed third in the individual championships last year after Notre Dame had taken the team championship.

In the finals this year, Sullivan met Wayne State's Loredana Ranza. Wayne State had won the national title over Notre Dame by a 9-6 score on the Tuesday.

Sullivan came through with a 9-7 victory over Ranza to win her second national championship in three years. It was the first time the North Andover, Mass., native had defeated a Wreckin' Ranza after losing to her four times earlier this season. Sullivan recorded a 15-0 record for the day.

"I think just because I lost to her so much I knew what not to do, and I basically knew how to fence her," said Sullivan. "It was the first time I fenced her in an eight-touch bout, and I think that's totally different from an eight-touch bout. I thought I could beat her in an eight-touch bout.

Molly Sullivan
deliberately went to do, and I basically knew how to fence her," said Sullivan. "I thought I could beat her in an eight-touch bout.

The Irish built up the lead once again. A Tim Hutson solo home run (his seventh of the season) was the key hit of the inning. Keith Bueche single gave the Irish a 2-1 lead in the second inning.

Notre Dame, which now sports a record of 8-10, scored eight runs in the first four innings of the first game to cruise to victory. Senior shortstop Pat Pesavento scored from third on a Bethel error to give the Irish a 1-0 lead in the first inning.

Notre Dame scored three runs in the second inning, with the key hits being a double by Matt Moshier and a single by Greg Vogele which brought home a run.

After Bethel scored a single run in its half of the second, the Irish scored twice in the third inning, making the score 6-1 in favor of the Irish.

Tom Lanahan

Lacrosse eager to open home season, excite fans

By PETE LAFLEUR
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame lacrosse team plays for the first time at the Edward W. "Moose" Krause Stadium this weekend as the Irish open their home season against Woonsocket, one of the three teams to come from the 1986, 1987, 1988 national tournaments.

"The Irish built up the lead once again. A Tim Hutson solo home run (his seventh of the season) was the key hit of the inning. Keith Bueche single gave the Irish a 2-1 lead in the second inning.

The Irish built up the lead once again. A Tim Hutson solo home run (his seventh of the season) was the key hit of the inning. Keith Bueche single gave the Irish a 2-1 lead in the second inning. The complete game victory by Piotrowicz marked the sophomore's first win since last April 11 against Tulane.

In the second game, Madsen pitched a perfect first four innings. The Irish scored twice during that time with single runs in the first and third innings.

A two-out bloop single by Mike Mosher scored Peltier for the first run, and Peltier's double in the third inning scored Pesavento for the second Irish run.

Bettelie came back with a run in the fifth. After scoring with-out the benefit of a hit early in the inning, Keith Bueche single with two outs to break up Madsen's no-hitter.

With the Irish leading 2-1 in the final inning, Bethel loaded the bases with nobody out. Madsen allowed a hit and was able to get the side from there to secure the win and doubleheader sweep.

Madsen struck out 11 while walking just one batter in the seven-inning contest. For the season, he has a won-loss record of 4-1 and an earned run average of 3.73. The junior from Great Falls, Mont., has struck out 33 in his last 15 innings of work. In his last 22 and one-third innings, he has struck out 46 while walking just two batters. Madsen has a 31-7 strikeout-walk ratio for the season.

The Irish next face Wisconsin this Friday at 2 p.m. in Notre Dame's first game at South Bend's new Stanley Covelakes Stadium.